
TRAVEL BLOGGER
Influencer, content creator & social media expert

H A N S  K U L L I N

CAPTURING WANDERLUST

I'm a Sweden based social media expert, travel blogger and photographer. Through my social 
media channels, I share my passion for travel and photography. I cover a variety of travel 
related topics from weekend trips and city breaks to longer road trips.
 
Social reach
Twitter: @kullin (9,700 followers), Instagram: @kullin and @sthlmer (2,600 & 5,700 followers)
Blogs: hanskullin.se (travel blog), www.socialamedier.com (social media), www.kullin.net (PR 
blog). Facebook, Youtube, LinkedIn and Pinterest.

With Hans Kullin

NAMED  ONE  OF  10  PEOPLE  ALL  

SWEDISH  JOURNALISTS  SHOULD  

FOLLOW  ON  TWITTER .

Quoted in media such as BBC, CNN, 
TechCrunch, The Toronto Star, Wall 

Street Journal, Aftonbladet.



CONTACT:

E-MAIL: HANS@KULLIN.NET

MOBILE: +46 722 33 10 66

SOCIAL MEDIA COLLABORATIONS

MyPlanet – Instagram takeover
Takeover of travel agency @myplanetsweden for 8 
days during a trip to Florida. Shared 9 images, 7 
stories and gave 2 stories and 1 post shout out 
from my @sthlmer account.
 
Results:
Profile visits                               +109%
Accounts reached                      +45%
Impressions                                +36%
Followers                                    +21 (+2%)
Engagement rate                        +6%
Average likes                              +6%
Average comments                    +84%

 
Epic Travelgear - sponsored posts
Sponsored posts promoting their new soft 
luggage line Dynamik, Oct/Nov 2018.
 
SL - Stockholm Public Transport
I arranged an instawalk in July 2017 to raise 
awareness among commuters in Stockholm about 
two new commuter train stations. 
I invited four instagrammers to tour the stations 
during an exclusive guided tour before they 
opened to the public. We shared photos with a 
unique hashtag which quickly created a huge buzz 
and anticipation in the local Instagram 
community about the stations, the architecture 
and the art work. 51 photos where published and 
several were reposted by feature accounts, like 
@visitstockholm.

WHAT I CAN OFFER:

 

- Sponsored social media posts on channels with high 

engagement rate and an active travel community. 

- Content creation - photos, videos, drone shots, blog 

posts.

- Reviews - hotels, restaurants, activites, destinations.

- Instagram takeovers. 



THE WORLD IS KULLIN - AND I MUST GO

 

FOLLOW HANS KULLIN'S TRAVEL BLOG AT 

HANSKULLIN.SE

SOCIAL MEDIA AUDIENCE

Instagram: @sthlmer
 
Followers: 5700
High engagement rate: 11.8%
Active followers with travel focus.
Top locations: 14% from US, 8% UK
Gender: 44% male, 56% female
 
LinkedIn:
 
Followers: 970

Instagram: @kullin
 
Followers: 2600
High engagement rate: 9.6%
Active followers with travel focus.
Top location: 30% from Sweden
Gender: 53% male, 47% female
 
Twitter: @kullin
 
Followers: 9700
Total reach: 54 million (following of all 
followers) 
Top locations: 63% from Sweden, 11% US.
Gender: 65% male, 35% female


